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PREFACE

The purpose of this document is to describe Ile PLATO.IV hardware for
prospective users, 10 provide

of
r-it.roduction PLATo for new.authors,

and to create the beginning of a reference manpal for all users.

The chapters have been ordered according to the sequence of 4..nforrpation
a new author might require. You will find it a reasonable procedure to 4
wad the first three chapters, lobkat some lessons on-line at a terminal,
tlgin your authoring activities, and then return to chapter 4 when the need
arises for specific information. xo

This doctiment dos not deal'with the TUTOR programming language except to
cite references where help may be found, nor does it deal with the edu-
cational considerations of writing or using lessons.
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1. The Terminal,

. *.

Of the five senses, only tasting the terminal is.notsaqvised. Although

smelling the terminal is permisdible, it does pot appear to be of any great

benefit educationally. You can, however, with rather pleasant results, see,

hear, and touch it. The terminal will show you pictures, drawings, and writing;

it will give you messages to which you can listen. It also responds to touch-

ing: it's a sensitive thing, you know. The terminal is your means for

interacting with the educational system called PLATO.

1.1

The terminal means access to the PLATO system. For all practical purposes

it is, to you the user, the whole PLATO system. All system input and output

is directed through or by the terminal whethqr you are a new usertor an experi-

enced programmer. Whether you are writing ljsson material, having students
take your lessons, setting up courses and curricula, reducing student data,

or review0g someone else's lessons, you are doing it at a terminal.

7
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1.2
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Figure 1.1 PLATO IV Terminal (Front)
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1.3

-.
. . .

The dimensions of the termindliare 18 3/8" wide, 23 1/8" high, and 25 5/8"
deep '(These are the greatest *side dimensionsh The parts of the terminal
identified in Figure 1.1 are explained' below. -,.

On the Front

A. Microfiche Access Door: Open tie door, and the slide selector will
automatically position itself so you can insert or remove a mioo-
fiche.

B. Focus Knob: Move the knob up and down to focus a slide on the screen.

C. Screen:. The plasma pane], which displays characters and graphics,
is the most commonly ased"-cQtput device.

.D. terial Number: This number identifies the terminal for administrative 2a

and maintenance purposee.

E
4

Keyset Connector: The cable from the keyset plugs in here. The

keyAt is the most dbmMonl used input device.

F. Terminal Clear Switch:, This switch is spring-lOaded and returns to
its normal position after being activated. It resets all the
circuitry in the terminal and'erases the screen.

G. EriorReget Switch: This switch is a3. spring-loaded and resets

the circuitry that indicates a lion-co ctabla communication error ,

411, occurred.

H. Error Light: The error light is the visual indicator' of communication
errors. /

.11

) \.'

I. Power Switch: The power switch turns the terminal on and off.

9
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1.5

On the Back

J. Air Connection: The supply connection for compressed air. Com-

pressed air is used to drive the selection mechanism of the slide

selector device.. The randomacce'Ss audio device (see Figu're 4,4)

also uses compressed air to drive its selection mechanism.

K. Line Cord Connector: The power line cord plugs into the terminal

and the 115 V.A.C. 3-wire grounded wall outlet.

L. Fuse: The power line fuse.

M. External Input Jack: Equipment other than standard PLATO devices

may be connected to the terminal. This jack is used to input data

froM the external deVice to the terminal.

N. External Output Jack 1:, This jack is used to send data,from the

terminallto an external device.

0. External Output Jack 2: Same as External Output Jack 1,

P. Communications Line Connector: There are four pins in this,connector.

Pins #3 and #4'are the forward channel (data .from the computer to

the terminal). Pins #1 and #2 are the reverse channel (data from

the terminal to the computer).

CI
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Output Devices

9

a

Plasma Panel: The4creen (t40 plasma panel) is 8 1/2" square. It

is made of two transparent, flat "panes" of glass, a thin 1,.eye of

trapped neon and other gass, and '512 very narrow wire conductors in
each ~pane. The wire conclictOrS in one pane are oriented ,900" to the
conductors in the other pane so 512 x 512 1= 262,144 separate points
can be individually addressed to be turned on and off; Each point is
a "dot" of orange light. A character, e.g., "C", is displayed by
turning on 17 dots of light which, of course, form the pattern ."C". A
line-may be. drawn on the panel by_turning on a series of dots which
form a line. "The writing speed of the terminal is 180 characters per
second or 60 connected lines per. second. The line and column con-
figuration for displaying standaLl characters is 32 lines of .64 characters
per liner a total of 2,048 characters may be displayed at one time.

The physics of the plasma panel is such that theapel itself has
a memory. After data is sent to a terminaland displayed On the screen,
there is no need to repeat the data. The computer,is free to conveise
with other terminals and do other jobs until a change in the display
ist,6quired.

The plasma panel is tie most used output device. It may be thought
ofasanunwrittehpageofabook.1-10wever,inthePLATOhook,weneea '

~only o e page since it can be dynamically written and rewritten by the
computer in an infinite combination of words and drawings. v-

O
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1.7

Figure 1.1 'Slide Seledtor and icrofiche (Top of Terminal Removed)
A

Slide Selector: The terminal
slides in a "split second" an
mechanism which does the sele
selector. The flat piece of
acetate mount is called a mi
the terminal provides access
the microfiche is inserted'.

can select 'any one of 256 full-color
roject the image onto the screen. ;The'

tip and projectiiin is called the slide
ilm *Lich containithe 256'iMages and its

rofiche. A door on the front top-left of
to the place In the slide selector where

Slides are used to'pres nt information that is relatively static:
For exatIple: a table of atom 'c number and molecular weight of the
elements, or a list of ioniza ion potential of gases,'a photograph of

13
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a stained bacteria culture, or a photo of evidence of a leaf disease.
Slides scan be used_ at any time in conjunction with.screen graphics.
For example: a slide displiysthe static relative location and name
of the meters, dials, switches, etc.; of a control panel while the
computer - generated. screen graphics indicate the current meter readings
and dial, and switch settings; a slide shows the geography. Of the 4

Misdissippi valley while screen graphics indicate the current (changing)
river-shore lines,'dam and river traffic and flood conditions.

Figure 1.4, Audio Devic

Audio Device: The present audio device is:about 16" wide, 9" high,
and 18" deep. It can select any of thoUsands of audiO messagesin
about half a second and play the'measage for the student. The audio
disk which stores the messages is shaped like a phonograph recordL-
a flat disk 15" in diameter. The total message time onone disci is
about 23 minutes.. The total storage, may.be broken-down into as many
as 4,000 very bri)pf, individually address le messages. A single
message can .be played without any interrup ion if it is no more than
45 seconds long.

14



1.9

Audio messages have applications such as "telling" the student the

correct pronunciation of a word in a foreign language and giving instruc-

tion to students who are ledrning to read. Audio is also effectively

used Where the real-world situationkis audible: to-play a stethoscope

heart or lung sound appropriate to'-ehe location where the student c o es

to "place his stethoscope," and to play the appropriate sound of a gas
engine according to how well the student "repaired the. engine."

External Output: -Commercial devices which were
for PLATO and/or devices of your own design can
minal'and thereby placed under computer program
are two examples in which theterminalwas made
the use of custom-built external devices.

1-,

not dpecifically designed
be connected to the ter-
control. Briefly, here
to "see," and "hear" by

in a basic electronics laboratory, external device6 "see" the
positions of instrument contrdl knobs set by thestudent and "see" the
connections between the instruments and the circuit made by the student\
With this information sent to the terminal, PLATO has a sufficient basis
or highly individualizing lessons on measureMent techniques.

In a music curriculum,,external devices "hear " a passage played by'Y

a Student playing-a trumpet. The information sent to'the terMinal is

the true pitch and duration of each note. With thiS information, the

program cah individualize instruction. It is rather interesting to"see
the music being displayed on the screen in standard notation as it is

being played.

0
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Figure 1.5 -Keyset

Input Devices

ti S

.Keyset: 'The keyset is very similar to a standard typewriter-keyboard.
_The keyset consists of 64 physical keys which represent alphabetical,
numerical, punctuation, and special-purpose characters and function

,keyt. There' are 126 standard characters and another 126 programmable
characters, all of which can be accessed from the keyset.

The keyset is the most commonly used input device. Speed-typing
ability proves usefurto,some authors,. but. students seldom feel the
need to more'than "hunt-and-peck".siAce most answers require a sma,1.1

number of-keypresses. Additionally, the keyset is extremely ve#satile
because it can be programmed to input complex answers from only a few
student keypresses. FOr example, two keypresses can represent,

P
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can cause to be displayed, any of the following: a capital lefty,

a character,of any foreign alphabet, the 'atarylardvsymbol for afnote

of m4sic, the drawing of a nickel, dime, etc.; a chain'of'atoms-showing

the chemical bonds, a symbol for a capacitor, resistorr.etc and any:-

,thingigelse you can represent by,a pattern of dots on the screen.

Figure 1.6 Touch Panel

ro

Touch Pan4l: Pressing, the keys on the keyset is one way of, entering
data into the ,terminal, and touching a particular' area of tie screen

can be another. The touch panel works on the "photoelectrix eye" principle.
In.effect; it divides the screen area into 16 x,16 256 half-inch

squares. When programmed to recognize touch responses, touching an
area on the'scieen is the same as pressirig a key.

A
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'Touch response is especially effective for young children, for
ahy subject where the response task.iS pattern recognition, and where
the real-world task would be identification by "pointing." For example,
to learn to differentiate a penny from a nickel from a dime, etc.,
after,an appropriate display is presented, the student is directed to
"touch the dime." Similarly, he learns to identify "the frog," "the
glass that has themost milk:in'ithe.square," etc. And often'the
frogs and dimes and glasses of milk do finny things that make him
laugh when he touches the correct one.

Asking a student to indicate Lhere he would place a probe in the
patient's brain might elicit an an=swer of a highly technical name which,
we will say, is correct; However, it may be useful to know whether the
student believes the location of the area-he names is whereit actually
is. From one or more slides the student could be required to locate
and touch the named area.

Ext nal Input: xternal devices can input data to the terminal under
program ee "External' Output," page 1.9 in this section.

II
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-The PLAT' IV System o

2.1

PLATO IV is the fourth PLATO system in the evolution of an economically
viable computer-based education system. PLATO IV is being designed to
accomodate more than 1000 terminals from one centrarcamputer. _Since the
system is constantly undergoing change, little can be said in a'quantitative
way that will pe true for long; however,, at the present time (Summer, 1974)

therelare several hundred terminals at about 70 locations throughout the
U.S., Canada, ancl Europe. PLATO Iv hardware was operational, in an earl
version by late 1971: PLATO I' has already been used,to.present 2509b0
student contact.hours of instruction at all school levels. There are

presently more than 2,000 lessors available in over 60 subject matter areas.

A block diagi-am of the present PLATO IV system is shown in figure 2.1.
The figure identifies the major hardware components and the communications
options available for linking the compbnents. The computer is diagrammed in
figure 2.2. The "unit",o? computer space referred to as a "lesson" may be 1

thought of as the space required to store roughly 1 hour of instrUctiohal
material.

The programming of the system is such that every "key" (keyset, toubh,
external input) that the student,:breSses is processed by the most intelligent
part of the computer. In this way, the computer can best decide what to do
for every key: display the key character on the screen, erase the present
display and write another', draw a figure on the screen, turn on an external
device, judge the student's answer, Because of this type ofd processing,
the keyset becomes a device capable of far more than simply entering characters
or a limited number of dire4ives. In one program, the "a" key may simply
cause an "a" to be displayed on the screen; in another, it may'lcause a branch,

to a different lesson, and yet in another may cause an'alcohoI group to be
added to a chemical chain on the screen.

With all these capabilities, the response time of the system, i.e., the.
time delay between a key-press and_ an indication of some change due to. the
key-press, is nominally less than 0.2 seconds. This is a critical design
parameter due to its psychological importance to-the student, and this time
will remain essentially the same even though the total number of terminals
on the system Will continue to increase.

(9
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3.1

A
3. Getting On Line

,'
PLATO can identify_You only when you enter a name, course, and password.

Entering this information at the proper displays is called,the sign-on

procedure. .

r-
/f

Have your site director create an author space for you or contact:

1

Bill Golden (217) 333-2375

Remember to find out what course you ate in. The first time you.sign-on,

you will select a password. Keep your password confidential.

The"surrent sign-on procedure:

, 1. Find an operating terminal, and press the key labeled NEXT.
"Welcome to PLATO" displayshouldbe s46.

2. Typeour ,P TO name and press NEST..

3. On the "name,:".cf your course" display, type the name of-your
and press ST6P^wbile holding down SHIFT as described.

4. 'Type your password and press NEXT.

5. The "Author Mode" display,is the entry point to
HELP for further explanation. (For,a list of av

written lessond, type "sample" and press DATA.)

When ,you are finished using a lesson,.press STOP
down SHIFT.

7. While youlare in the editor, press HELP for help
J, ,

A

course,,-

ie able, already-
editor. Press

while -hoicing

DireetionS for using the Author
.

Mode can also be found in "Introduction to

.TUTOB.,.." Appendix B. For ah introduction to authoring, start at the beginning'
of.,the manual and follow directions.

Yore now on-line.

C
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4. Using PLATOIV

Introduction
/,

The purposeepf this section its to list references to information about
. ,

-PLATO IV. BecauSe the system is in a state of deVelopment, space has been
left, after each heading so, you may add your own references. Refere/ices td

lesson "aids" are especially subject to change since "aids" is the majot.on-
line reference and changes as the system changes. After every perOnal
reference, two lines have been insetted to accommodate the variety df site

operation? and assignments.

4.1

Some of tha personal references include the notation "talk to" followed

py a 'name and course. This information it required wh you chooSe to c

tact an individual onrline, via the PLATO system.. ectionp for using the

"talk" option are simple:,

1. After yOU,have sioned-qp, press TERM (hold down SHIFT ,and press the

'"TRAg" key). TyO'"tark. Press NEXT.

2. Type the agidresiqp's name. Press NEXT. Type the'course

Press NEXT.
^

J.J.

3. The system will soon notify you as to whether'or not contact can
0

bd made.

q-
Even if you cannot contact the indiVidual on-line, there is a section pf
"Notes" Where a personal note can be left. ,Usethe_same name and course as

you would use for the '`talk" option. Your note will be stored andsaved
until it is seen by the addressee. '

KJ

References to'PLATO lessons are made in two ways: "Lesson (lesson

name)" and "Edit.(lesson name)." Type the name of the lesson on'the AUthor

Mode display. For "Lesson" (Student Mode), press DATA; to "Edit," press
NEXT. When you edit lessons other than your own lessons, if the author allOws
a(:cess to his lesson at-all, you will be placed automatically in an "Inspect
only" mode of operatib "Inspect Only" allows you to see the lesson contents
without the capability or worry of changing-any part of the lesson.

Therd are four categories in,this sectiaal "General," "Author,"

"Instructor," and "Student." Category "GenerW.is a list of materials
that will be most helpful to the novice user and 'contains' no material
specific to authoring or running students. Items in this categOry should
prove ustful as a general introduction to PLATO. "Author contains items

26
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4.2

helpful-to writing lesson material. The category-"Ins ctor" refers_to
'relatively new mode. of using PLATO, and the.-references` a ailable at this
time are miniMal., The instructor mode would ,be lised by. 'instructor who
was not developing PLATO material but wished to-aSe completed PLATO material
in his course. Category "Student" 1 sts ail the steps ne ary to run
students and collect data. Althoughitunning students and col,edting data
may be done in instructor mode, items under "Student" refer sp
-the steps which authors use to teat and improve their lessons.

.s.

S

21
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General

Initial Course an Author Name Set-up and Help in General*

1. Contact:

Bill Golden

Others:

Lesson Examples

(217) 333-2375

4

to "golden" "s"

1. Lesson "sample": a broad index'Which gets you into PLATO lessons
as a student.

V

Qthei'7

0 0..

* Contact your site director first. The phone number for help in general

,(217) 33-2375, is also (217) 333-CERL.

28.
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4.4

ss,

General (cdht.)

Authors and subject matter areas

4 ,

1. Lesson "topics": subject, topic, average lesson time
2. Edit "authors ": author name:area of interest
3. Edit "catalog": subject, author name, author phone number.,
4. Elisabeth R. Lyman,,"PLATO IV 5urriculum Materials," CERL Report

X-41. '

Other:

a

Computers and PLATO

1. Lesson "computer"

2. Lesson "aids "7-seiect j": The PLATO computer
)1- "1": Zeneral Introduction...

Other.:

A

29e..J
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General (Cont.)

Keyset
-

'1. Lessen "keyset"
.2. Levs(*"help"
'3. Lesson "aids " - -select FONT characters

Other:

Terminology

.4

1.. Lesson 'aids "; press DATA, type the term (word or words),

2. Glossary (this document)

- J.
Other:

30
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4.6

1
'General

S

Demonstration of PLATGL

1. Contact

Nancy Wood

Other:

Sim

I

31
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Author

Up-to-date General Resource List

Lesson. "aids"--select "g": Al4thor resources

Other:

Computer Space: lessOn, course, datafile, router

1. See Appendix C, then have yodr site director contact:

Sheila Knisley

TUTOR

4.7

(217) 333-2375 "talk" to "sheila" "pso"

1. Lesson "aids":, all commands and overviews of major areas; a primary
reference

!. LCsson "tutor": interactive explanation Qf 30 basic commands

3. ,"Introduction to TUTOR": ,exercises coordinated with lesson Vintrotutor"
4. Programming Problems: 15 problems designed to teach the basics of

TUTOR; contact the MTC group, (217) 333-7465, for
packaged materials

5, Elaine Avner, "PLATO User's Memo, Summary of TUTOR Commands and Syttem
Variables," CERL, June 1975,

6. Bruce Sherwcod, "The TUTOR Language," CERL, June 1975.

Other:'

32,



4.d

45

Author (cont.)

'Consultants

1. TERM 1:consult" in Author Mode: on-line reque9t for consultation'
2. Edit "notes": stores messalie request for help fri:eqs-age pill be

answered.by PLATO consultants)

j/e*
PSO: 'PLATO Services Organization, contact

Bil'.1 Golden

Other:

Slides

(217) 333-CERL

1. Lessor? "aids"--select "n": Microfiche...
2, Lesson "aids", 'press DATA, type "slide"
3. Contact:

"talk" to "golden" "sr

Pat Stolarski (217) 333-6210

Other:

iv rl1
CIL
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Author (cont:)

71

e

!'f

(

V

Audio
a I.

1

1. Contact a PLATO. consultant
2.. Lesson "aids", press DT, type "audio"

Other:

Touch

1. Contact a PLATO consultant
2. Lesson "aids", press EiNTA, type "touch panel"

Other:

34
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4.10

Author (cont.)

Charsgt

1. Lesson "aids " =select "f": FONT characters...

2. Lesson "aids", press DATA, type "charset"

Other:

Micro
/ I \

1. Lessortaids."--select "f": FONT characters...,

2- Lesson 'aids", press DATA, type "micro"

Other:

I

I

sis



.1"

Author (cont.)

9

Common

1. Contact a PLATO consultant
2. Lesson "aids",.press DATA, type "common and storage"

1.0ther:, a

4.11

ft

10
Error Messaged

a

1. Lesson "aids"--select "i": Condense, lesson...

Other:

1

36
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4.12

Author (cont.)

Printbf Lesson or Data
4

. Type "P" on the Authoi. Mode display
Prior to requesting a print, place directions as to where the
print is to be sent. in "block a," the;very first lines of'your
lesson. The6e lines should be comments, i.e,, the first
character of the line is an asterisk (*), and the text should
be entered in/lower 'case.in

p

lower

Other:

TUTOR Routines

Lesson "aidg" - -select "h":---Library...

IOther:

4.

r

-



Instructor

4 a

4.13

The instructor mode has been 6reated for teachers who wish to use

already-written PLATO lessons in'a curriculum of their own design. An

"Instructor" hay create a PLATO student roster, specify the PLATO lessons
.s. available to lfhe students on the roster, design the curriculum, select

the types of student data ollected, and monitor student progress. To

"design the.curriculum" me ns tq decide which lessons should be seen in

what order and which lessons may have their order chosen by the student.

General

1. Lesson "aids"--select "m": Instructor options

2. Lesson "rhelp"
3. _Contact a PLATO:conultant (217) 333-CERL

Other:

Instructor File

1. Illtite yOur site director contact:

4p--

tl

Maureen Hoffman (17) 333-CERL

a
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4

Student
4

Scheduling Classes and Finding Class Space
z

1. Contact:"
(,

Tebby Lyman (217) 333-6210 "tallOhto "tebby" "pso"
,

2. Lesson "schedule": schedule of student tise of terminals at se7eral
sites

Other:

Data Collection

,

1. Lesson "aids"--select "c": Student data;...

Other:

e

ke,

A



Student (cont.

I
Router ,
1. esson "aids"--select "s": Student data,...

Other:

Measureme t and Evaluation

iV. PEER roup, contact:

R.A. Avner

.\
, 2. Lesion "stat": static ics routines

3. Lesson "multreg ": mul iple regression package .

4. Lesson "area " -: data c ndensing and storing routines
5. Lesson "garean: quick ersion of "area" ,

6. Lesson "opinion": polling student' opions
7. Lessen "evaluate": lesson evaluation aids
8 Lesson "terminal": terminal-use statistics

I0 her:

A

(217) 333-6500

a

(4 0 2

4
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4.16

Student (cont.)

,c

Checklist for Running Students with"Data Collection .

1. Request a course space which is large enough for the class or
extend an existing course if needed..

2. Request a datafile to be linked to the/course..

3. Create student'records in the course.

4.' Refer to lesson "aids " -- select "s": Student data. Also check
on, at least, the commands -dataon-,.-area-, and - restart -,in
lesson "aids": . press DATA, type'command name.

" . Test the'lesson as a student (i.e., with
for data collection) to see that data is

.

6. Practice using the data-sorting.routines
data.

7. Arrange for studentt4the on .some terminals. If'you areiplanning to
use CERL's facilities, contact:

a student record set up,
actually being collected:

fok selective display of

O
Lyman p(217) 3334.210 ,

,Remember to check lesson ischedule."

8. Notify the students of time and, place.

a
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5. Maintenance

5.1

Although yOur terminal will require little, maintenance, there are some
steps you should 'take to avoid unnecessary problems.

1. You may clean the terminal screen with common window cleaners;
but avoid ammoniated or gritty, products.

2. You may move the terminal; but avoid rough handling.
.. .

3. If the room' temperature exceeds' 80°F, then TURN THE TERMINAL OFF

,IMMEDIATELY. , .

.
.% ,

.

7.

4.. You may turn off the terminal when you leave for.the.day. -Whenever
you turn the terminal off, WAIT'for at least'1 MINUTE before. yOu

turn it On again. z ..

(

A time may come vheh theterminal,does not seem to operate properly.
If you cannot get a display on the screen, then run through the trouble-
shooting procedure on the next 3 pages. If you determine that there is a

malfunction, then use lesson "rep 'r" to report it. If this is impossible,

then contact:

For installation and maintendnce.help:

PLATO Installation and Maintenance

0

References

(217), 333-7466

Contact: CERL Installation and Maintenance Group, (217) 333-740

2. Lesson "tramp": latest on-line troubleshooting aids

3. 'Lesson qrepair": to report a malfunction

Other:

42
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5.2

"NO DISPLAY" TROUBLESHOOTING PROCEDURE

( A START

DOES

THE FAN

RUN_

No
CONNECT LINE

CORD AND PUT

POWER SWITCH

TO ON .

IS
THE FAN

RUNNING

I

Yes

_ ARE ,
No

r
THE BORDERS_

LIT

TURN OFF _TERM.

WAIT 30-60 SEC

TURN ON TERM.,

Yes

DID

THE BORDER

LIGHT

CI

ye9, Yes

CONNECT KEYSET
CONNECT PHONE

LINE, red/black,
TO *3 Via et e

Yes Yes

USE LESSON
"REPAIR"
TO REPORT

DISPLAY PROBLEMS

,( FINISH )

"ANY KIND OF DISPLAY" means something half-intelligible something more -than a dot or two on the screen.

4
AA-056-1



REMOVE FUSE.

CHECK A D

REPLA0E

BLOWN

V
\REMOVE FUSE.

RECHECK.

DO NOT REPLACE

IF BLOWN.

5 . 3

Yes

V
It<USE LESSON)

"REPAIR"

0

*Make sure the wall outlet you've plugged into is "Piot".
** Place a lighted flourescent desk lamp very near the terminal screin.

44
I

(USE LESSON)
"REPAIR"

AA-058-1
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5.4

Yes (Return Keysets)

CHECK FOR
A STUCKDOWN
KEY

TRY A
DIFFERENT
PHONE LINE

ff

*Requires at least 2 terminals.

BAD KEYSET

Yes

POWER OK

KEYSET OKj,
PRONE OK
BUT NO DISPLAY

45

BAD LINE'

V
ii<USE LESSON )

"REPAIR"

(Return Phone Lines)



Appendix A: Glossary

A.1

AMS (auxiliary mass storage): A very large, medium -fast access memory

for the storage of lessons.

CERL:-,.The Computer-based Education Research Laboratory; the laboratory at ,

the Univeersity of Illinois where' PLATO has been developed.

Character: 1. Anyof the alphabetic, numeric, or special symbols used-in
PLATO lessons

2. A definite amount of computer spAr.q7-6 bits

Code (TUTOR code, program):' The TUTOR lanquasge representation of a lesson;
one or several TUTOR statements.

Column: ',The horizdntal position at which something is displayed on thescreen;
see line.

Controller: See site controller

Display: Seescreen and graphics

ECS (extended core storage): The portion of computer memory where lessons
being used by students are stored; a large, fast-access memory.

File: See lesson

Graphics: 1. The writ ng on the screen outside of standard charadters; the
screen di play of lines, circles, and programmed characters

2.- Any writi on the screen

Key: '1. A physical "but on" on the keyset
2. The computer's epresentation of any input

r

Lesson: 1. A presentati n for the purpose of education
'2. A PLATO pres ntation; a PLATO lesson
,3. An amount of !computer space--about 4,000 words

\

Line: The vertical position at which something is displayed on the screen;
see column.

.
.

1 Microfiche: A piece of film containing up to 256 images and the acetate
foundation to Which it is fastened;'See slide.

Network Interface&Unit: Prepares computetdata fOr transmission on communication_
lines and accepts terminal data froth communication lines andconverts

- it to computer input; an encoded and decoder.

Notes: A system lesson used for leaving "scratch -pad" notes for authors,
consultants, etc.; an option available from the Author Mode display.

NIU: See network interface unit.

Panel: Seesdreen.

Plasma panel:, See screen.

PLATO: The most current hardware /software /courseware system at CERL; the
system-being developed currently is named PLATO IV.

P-notes: ,See Notes.

46



A.
or

Program: See code.

Screen (display): The 8 1/2" x 8 1/2" area on the front of, the terminal
where tF)e orange dots are written.

.
Site: 1. Geographic or "locatiop"--e.g., CERL, Kennedy-King College,

Washington Grade School (Champaign), University of Southern \A

California, etc.; a place where there ate PLATO terminals.
2. Hardware--a certain terminal connected to a certain site controller;

referred to as site (site controller) number and station (terminal)
number. ,

3. Logical - -a group of terminals regardless of geographic or hardware
location Which share a common part of the computer memory (ECS).

Site controller: A piece of hardware which links up to 32 terminals to the ,,,,

communication line.or directly to the network 'interface unit; an encoder,
decoder.

Slide: 1. Synonomous with microfiche.
2. One of the 256'images on one microfiche.

Station: See terminal'and site.

'TerMinal: 1. A piede of hardware which contains a plasma panel and -associa
electronics; the devide which providgs an input /output capabili
to the user.

.2. All the hardware associated with the end of a communication
line--a "terminal," slide selector, audio-, touch, keyset,
and external devices.

TUTOR: .,The name of the computer language in which PLATO lessons are written.

Word: An amount of computer space - -60 bits; 10 characters- -see character.

I 4 7
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Appendix B: Hardware Statistics
t.

Terminal

B.1

bimensions: 18 3/8" wide, 23,1/8" high, 25 5/8" deep

Power Requirements:
Electrical- -115 V.A.C. 3-wire grounded 600 watts max.
Pneumatic (used by slide selector only) - -18 p.s.i. nominal,

.01 ft3/minute

COmmunication Line: Hard wire or voice grade phone line

Pneumatic Line: Plastic tubing, 3/6".0.D., 1/4" I.D.

Heat Output; 1,,700 BtuH (calculate heat output for 1 person at 400 BtuH)

Maximum Room Temperature: 80°F

Display Area: 8.1/2" square

.Writjrng Speed: 180 characters/second, .6,[0 connected lineSisecond

biSplay Characteristics: Orange characters onwblack background with
capability of superimposing full-color. slides,no "flicker" to the
display, 512 x 512 matrix of individually addressable dots, 60
dots per' inch.

\ Character Set: 126 standard Englisp alphanumerics plus 4n additional
126 fully programmable Characters. A character area is 8 dots

wide by 16 dots high.

External Connectord: Terminal-mounted female connectors accept the
following male mates (for terminals with serial number 261 and
higher)- -

External Input7-Amp #1-480626-8
External Output--Amp #1-480616-9
Pins for the above- -Amp #350036-1'

NN

Signal Levels - -0 and ,5 volt I.C. logic
S

Keyset

Dimensions: 14 5/8" wide, 3 1/4" high, 6 1/4" deep

Number of key stems: 64

Slide Selector

The slide selector is mounted inside of the top of the terminal.

Total Number of .Slides.per Mitrqfiche: 256'
.

,

Microfiche DimensionS: x 4"
Abetate Mount--4" X 7 1/8"

Mean Access TiMe: '0.2 seconds
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Touch Panel

Audio

The touch panel mounts on the front of the terminal.

Touct; paneld'hickness: 3/4"

Touch Matrix: 16 x 16 = 256 1/2" squares

Dimensions: 17" wide, 8" high, 18" deep

Power Requirements:
Electrical--115 V.A.C. 3-wire grounded, 100 watts
Pneumatic--18 p.s.l. nominal, .01 ft3/minute

Audio Disk Dimensions:

Speed Of Disk.: 1 reyolutiOn/11 seconds

Total Available Message Time per Disk: 23 minutes
4 MaximuM Length (uninterrupted): 45 seconds
,Minimum Message Length: 1/3 cond
Maximum Number of 1/3 Second Mes es: 4096

Audio Bandwidth: 6 KHz

Audio Power.Output: 1 Watt

Average Access Time: 0.3 seconds

Worst-Case Access Timer 0.4 seconds

15;1 diame(e.i., .005" thick

,

0
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C.1

Appendix C: Requesting File Space ti

Requests may bp ,sent to "sheila" "pso" via p-notes or on talk, or by calling

(217) 333-2375 if not .available on-line.

The following inforilation is required to.complete your request.*

1. To .date .\ ti

a. 'name of file

b. type of 'file (lesson, course, datafile, instructor file, router)

c. length of file (number of parts; each part-= 7 blodk0)-

/

2. To shorten or lengthen .

a. name of file,
b. ,number of parts to be added or deleted

3. To destroy

a. name of fir,

4. To re-name

a. old file name
b. npw file- name..

NOTE:, To shorten or lengthen a datafile, 'it must first be destrO),ed and then

, recreated at the desired, length. Please make sure the file is cleaned

out or contains no valuable information that would cause, grief if lost

when the datafile is destroyed. g

I \
* in an effort to save time, please make the following checks before making

a request.

1: Check to make sure that the file name you have chosen is not
already being used: enter the name at the Author Mode display.

2. Choose a name that meets the following' conditions:
a. It is at least 3 characters long.
b. The first 2 characters are alphabetic.
c. The initial character is not an "x".
d. All charadters are lower case.
e: There are only alphabetic or numeric characters.

3. When extending a lesson, please check to see that there are at
least 28 free words in the first block per part extension.

4. Course names can be only 8 characters long; other file names can
be only 10 characters long.

5. When shortening a lesson, please check to see that the parts to be

removed are empty.

50
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INDEX

air supply--1.5, B.1, B.2'
AMS-2,3, A.1
audio--1.8, 1.13, 4.9, B.2
AUTHOR Mode--3.1, 4.1, 4.7
authors - -4.4

central memory-:2.3
CERL - -4.3, A.1

character-1.6, 1.10,.A.1, B.1 .

programmable-rsee charset
charset--4.10
classes (running students)--4.14, 4.
clear switch--1.3
code--A.1
colum/1-1..6, A.1
common--4.11
commuication line--1.5, 2.2, 2.4
computer,' the PLATO--2.2, 2.3, 4.4

, memories--2.3
consultantS.4.8
controller-see site controller
course--3.1, 4.3, 4.7, 4.16

data, Collection-4.14
, evaluatibn-4.15
, print of7-4.12

datafile--4.7, 4.16
demonstration of PLATO-4,6 .

disk memory--2.3
display -see screen

ECS--2.3, A.1
error--1.3
error message--4.11
evaluation of data--4.15
external--1.5, 1.9, 1.13, B.1

file--see lesson
focus--1.3
fuse--1.5

graphics-,.A.1

INSPECT ONLY Mode--4.1
instructor file--4.13 ,

INSTRUCTOR Mode--4.1, 4.13

key--1.10, 2.1, A.1
keyset--1.10, 1.13, 4.5, B.1
keyset connector-1.3

4

ressons, space--4.7, A.1, C.1
topics-2.4, 4.4

, to see--2.4, 3.1, 4.3
line--1.6, A.r
line, power cord--1.5

maintenance--5.1
nriemory-see computer, memories
micro-4.10

'microfiche-1.3, A.1, see slide

16 name, sign- on - -3.1

Network Interface Unit--2.2, 2.3, A.1
NoteS-4.1, A.1

password-3.1
PEER group-4.1.5
phone'line-e16 Communication line
plasma pane-1.1,-see screen

PLATO-1.,1..2'.1, 2.4, A.1,-
pneumat4Ctsee air supply
power Cord--1.5
power requirements - -B.1, B.2'
power switch - -1,3'

priAs--4.12
program--see code'
P80-4.8

repair, terminal--5.1, 5.2
router--4.7, 4.15

screen--1.3, 1.6, 1.13, A.2, B.1
serial number - -1.3

site - -A.2

site controller--2.2, A.2
slide-- 1.7,,4.8, A.2

slide seleCtor--1.7, 1.13, B.2
station- -see site
STUDENT Mode--4.1, 4.14

. Students, running.a class--4.14, 4.16

/ talk option-4.1
terminal-chap. 1, 2.2, A.2, B.1
touch panel--1.11, 1.13, 4.9, B.2
TUTOR--4.7, 4.12, A16.12

word--2.3, A.2


